Zelitch ordered off Pundit; co-editor Gordon resigns position in protest

The Pundit Editorial Board ordered co-editor Bernie Zelitch to step down as editor of the university newspaper for his controversial position on race relations. Zelitch resigned last January because of a heavy course load, but a new appointment by a university editor-in-chief was effective yesterday.

The vote was brought before the board by Mr. LaPiore, advertising manager, who clarified that Mr. Zelitch was not continuing to carry out the wishes of the University of Connecticut campus at Storrs, as well as at the University of Hartford.

Pundit's new editor-in-chief, who was appointed acting as an editorial, Mr. Gordon supported the move. The vote was then passed, and Mr. Zelitch was no longer able to work with the Editorial Board. They also said they would not allow Mr. Zelitch to appear as an editorial.

In a statement made yesterday Mr. Zelitch said, "an editorial is the voice of the university itself. It would be a serious and consistent. Pundit cannot be run with discrimination against women and minority group members, and the next week marks the realization. That article should have been included, as an editorial article, after all. It was better researched and rewritten to give a real point of view, and not immundo."

Speaking of her resignation yesterday, Ms. Gordon said, "They fired Bernie for his principles and they were correct."

Mr. LaPiore could not be reached for comment Wednesday.

Rink now violates New London zoning laws by Lynn Cole

Construction of the planned ice rink in the area beyond the tennis courts violates city zoning laws New London City Building Inspector, Edward W. York told Pundit yesterday.

Private, profit-making businesses are illegal in an R-1 (residential) zone. Ms. York said there were no plans, nor have I been consulted by the College about such a facility," he added.

All of York told Pundit that the only way the zoning law could be changed was through a process of raising public awareness. The College, as part of the City of New London, is not exempt from zoning laws. A variance could not be obtained, according to the inspector.

The mayor of New London, Mr. William Nahas, a supporter of the rink was not available for comment. A reliable source of the mayor has said "The Zoning Commission is in my hands. I can make them do anything I want."

A reliable sources this week said that Dr. Pierpont was anxious to have a closing on the deal by the end of the week, April 15. The initial investment may be counted as a loss, and make him eligible for a tax deduction.

Special JB Election results

Senior class representatives:

Frann Axelrad

Anita De Frantz
Looking Back: four short weeks

Editor's note: The following editorial was not submitted to the Editorial Board for approval. It takes the place of another editorial which the Editorial Board voted to be printed this week.

In a short four weeks we have witnessed a new awareness at this College, and under our leadership, Pundit takes part of the credit.

In our reporting, we strove to inform the students of all angles. In our editorials, we criticized and questioned constructive early.

We catalyzed discussion on issues that previously would have been brushed over, such as the rink, security, the rape and faculty cutbacks. We saw increased attendance at speakers and other College events because of Pundit previews. We saw our editors quoted in major news stories in the New London Day.

We alone could not have made Pundit better. We developed a working staff and an editorial board. We published a comprehensive style sheet and guide for reporters. Pundit was now concerned with dangling participles and spelling people's names right.

For the first time that the Pundit office was a "newspaper place," where students interested in journalism and its professional standards came together to discuss the Pundit and where typewriters could be heard racing towards deadlines. In that office was started perhaps the first journalism seminar on campus. In the short four weeks we have worked for Pundit, many people have contributed fine thought and encouragement. To the students who never wrote before but who have now become "hooked" on journalism, to the few who somehow managed to make it up to Norwich to lay out the paper, to a few dedicated editors, to our friends who put up with our one-track Pundit stream of thought, thank you.

Pundit was not our baby, not a stepping stone for jobs in the big world, not something to write on our graduate school applications. Pundit was a journal intended for the good of Connecticut College. At all times we and Pundit were responsible and accountable to our readers.

Ironically, the Editorial Board, which was for the first time part of the paper, could not work together. If the Board could not agree with us, we think, as we write our last editorial together, that it is remarkable that near strangers, as we were at the start of this semester, could respect each other so much and be so united in purpose.

Carin Gordon and Bernie Zelitch

Dorm meals, info book corrections

Pundit incorrectly reported in "Comparing dorm meal additions" that LeRoy Calomiris spoke with Ms. Voorhees about eating conditions in Harris on weekends. LeRoy Jones spoke with Ms. Voorhees.

In a headline Pundit stated that the course info book sales lost $460. Actually the sales gained $165 and lost $25.

When you're untenured...

"Teaching here is an untenurable position," one young observer said wryly this week. The bad word is out: Connecticut College is not a very safe place when you're young, gifted and untenured. In this atmosphere reporter that will be hearing $2,000.

A project was never intended to be a vote in departments. Through the student advisory committee of each department. But who have a voice in the budget. Students should receive money as does any other campus publication.

Student government is not run by an elite group of students. Everyone is entitled to information and participation. Concerns of many members has been poor. Many of those in chiding us, however, this is the report of the present, not the past. Pundit was a journal intended for problem. The improvement of each hand in hand with the other.

To decrease the vandalism on this campus and improve morale the points offered to President Shain in December and once again in February were not awarded. The Social Board should have a larger budget appropriated to fill the weekends with activity.

Student government is not run by an elite group of students. Everyone is entitled to be heard and will be.

Valid issues in elections

Now is the time to encourage student government to adopt certain causes and initiate changes. In the recent student government election many worthwhile projects for the improvement of the campus and the students were not endorsed by the candidates. Many of the points raised by the candidates and the student government were not accepted as valid issues. The improvement of the campus and the students is the responsibility of everyone and should be initiated. The Social Board should have a voice in the budget. Students should receive money as does any other campus publication.

Sincerely,

Ricky Cohn and Monica Rothchild

To the Editor:

In the February 7 edition of Pundit, Ms. Cole wrote a personal commentary concerning the Course Information Book. While her slant was definitely negative, she did not mention any acknowledgment of accomplishment. In an interview with the chairpersons of the Course Information Book, Ms. Cole was asked strictly for information for a follow-up article. She dropped the "information" article, written with no by-line, appeared in the Feb. 28 edition. However, we believe that while this exchange was hurtful, the present book is still the best we have. The course information book serves a useful purpose to those who have used a copy.

Ms. Cole, in her article of Feb. 28, denounced us for not making a profit. Had this been one of our aims, Ms. Cole would be correct in chiding us. However, this project was never intended to be profit-making. Despite Ms. Cole's acknowledgment of this, she chose to place her emphasis on our losses. Pundit, like the Course Information Book, is also not intended to make a profit, nor does it have to. The newspaper does not break even, "losing" an approximately $5,000. Why then, does Ms. Cole choose to single out the Course Information Book when this project fails to make money, or any other campus publication?

As stated in Ms. Cole's article, anyone interested in this most useful project should please contact either Monica Rothchild or Ricky Cohn as soon as possible. Otherwise, there will be no Course Information Book for September.

Sincerely,

Ricky Cohn and Monica Rothchild

Co-chairpersons, Course Information Book

Letters

To the editor:

Last week, I told a Pundit reporter that the bar netted $2,500 in the first week of operations. When I said to me at the time, there were still some bills to be paid, and we will be paid out of that. The gross figure, $4,000, as stated is correct.

Sincerely,

Attilio Bargue
Faculty questions 'easy' honors system

By Lynn Cole

The present cumulative averages required to qualify for Latin honors are under question by the faculty. Paul D. Lantz, member of the Academic Policy Committee, announced to College Council last Thursday.

"Some faculty feel that the current cumulative averages required for Latin honors ought to be raised," Mr. Lantz told the group.

Mr. Lantz said that a 3.75 is required to graduate Summa Cum Laude, 3.50 for Magna Cum Laude, and 3.0 for Cum Laude.

Mr. Lantz said that a poll of other Colleges found that between 13 per cent and 20 per cent of the graduating class received honors. The Academic Policy Committee is proposing to the faculty that the cumulative averages be raised to 3.5, 3.75 and 3.5 respectively so that approximately 20 per cent of the class will graduate with honors.

Several members of the Council discussed whether or not this is the right time to raise the standards. Many educators believe that this is the right time to raise the standards. Many educators believe that this is the right time to raise the standards.
Anti-vandalism measures supported

Vandalism can be a serious problem on college campuses, and the New London City Council has taken steps to address this issue. They have approved a resolution that mandates the construction of anti-vandalism measures in all city-owned buildings, including the chapel basement every Saturday night. The coffeehouse will be a non-profit organization to provide a forum for musicians and other community members, and it will be open from 7:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. every Saturday night. The council has also approved a grant for the development of a recycling program to help reduce waste on campus.

New London Notes

Lichtenstein elected for party committee
by Nina George

Richard A. Lichtenstein has been elected for a two-year term to the first district Democratic Town Committee. He is one of ten members on the committee, which is chaired by Philip A. Goldberg, Associate Professor of Political Science at the University of Connecticut. Mr. Lichtenstein will attend regular Town Committee meetings in the Eastern New London district.

The New London County chapter of the Connecticut Civil Liberties Union has endorsed a resolution by the state board calling for the impeachment of President Richard M. Nixon, for alleged violations of civil liberties.

Last year, most categories of crime rose substantially in New London, with crime rates rising more than 400 per cent over 1972. Burglaries, breaking and entering and car thefts increased more than 100 per cent, robbery, shoplifting and mugging rose more than 180 per cent; narcotics offenses increased 100 per cent, and sex offenses increased by 50 per cent.

At a City Council meeting New London's Mayor William Nahas promised the New London Development Agency he would find ways to make public parts of confidential studies by the Redevelopment Agency.

While a filtering device at the Hubbard Street sewage treatment plant is being repaired, the Public Works Department is using a dumping sewage on city-owned land near the Thames Shipyard for this winter. New London fire companies say the number of fires has risen to two or three per week. The revival of fire use is bringing back the old chimney sweep, who will remove soot and other flammable contents of the chimney.

Residents struggling with the energy crisis have turned to greater use of their fireplaces since the price of fuel increased. New London fire companies say the number of fires has risen to two or three per week. The revival of fire use is bringing back the old chimney sweep, who will remove soot and other flammable contents of the chimney.

Lyman Alllyn thieves not yet apprehended
by Walter Palmer

Detective Walter Petchark stated that "no progress" had been made in locating the person who was responsible for the Lyman Alllyn break-in last December. Mr. Petchark urged anyone with any information relating to the break-in to contact him at 435-4315. All information will be held in strictest confidence.

Mr. Petchark commented that good fingerprints were obtained, but after they were processed by the F.B.I., "they were useless for all our suspects." Also, it was Mr. Petchark's feeling that "this was a campus crime, committed by someone who was not an Alllyn student," and that someone from Smithsburg, where the paintings were later recovered in a bathroom, was also involved.

He added that none of the stereo equipment stolen from Cummins was recovered, as it had been bought by the victim.

When asked to comment on campus security, Mr. Petchark declined to comment on the security methods, although he expressed utmost confidence in Mr. hands. Also, he added that "more involvement by the security and students" might help to reduce campus crime.

Coffeehouse every Saturday

Shanti and the Chapel Board are sponsoring a coffeehouse in the chapel basement every Saturday night.

The coffeehouse will be a non-profit organization to provide a forum for musicians and other community members. It will be open from 6:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. every Saturday night. The council has also approved a grant for the development of a recycling program to help reduce waste on campus.
Coalition questions abortion policies

by Jan Plotksy

Following a conservative precedent set when the first American abortion law was enacted, the Connecticut Law and Memorial Hospital recently adopted stringent "no abortion" policies which ended all possible abortion in the New London vicinity.

With the aim of reversing this decision, a group of concerned residents as well as members of the National Organization of Women (NOW) and the Connecticut Civil Liberties Union (CCLU) formed the Freedom to Choose Coalition (FTCC) of Southwestern Connecticut.

The controversial question of abortion raises "ticklish" legal questions, said Dr. Hayes, a FTCC member and physician at the hospital in New London. Presently, no Connecticut law exists and the state's hospitals are left without precedent in setting up their by-laws. "The hospital is an institution by itself and it's impossible to derive standards within its rights to refuse certain cases," said Dr. Hayes, appropriately endorsing the as yet unorganized ammendment of the Public Health Services Act.

Summarizing the hospital's position, Hayes mentioned an abortion clause, standing since 1972, among the hospital's by-laws which establishes that hospital members are to "review and consider" prospective abortion cases. However, the by-laws do not define the term "consider" and guidelines regarding the actual necessity of an abortion are lacking.

The ambiguity was questioned and a proposed council of staff members was called to establish more tenable guidelines. By a narrow majority of two votes out of thirteen which took place on Jan. 15, the 120 staff members, including doctors and three or four women who voted not to have anything to do with abortions.

The FTCC strongly opposes the hospital's controlling the belief that a woman's constitutionally guaranteed right to privacy must be respected up to the decision to terminate her pregnancy. This stand is forcefully backed by the CCLU which is prepared to defend the hospital litigation as a "viable last resort."

The willingness to stall litigation is based on the knowledge that the hospital is planning a re-vote in late April. Until this time, the FTCC plans a vigorous campaign of news media publicity and massive circulation of petitions. The CCLU, in a show of public support for liberal abortion policies will favorably influence the upper echelons at the hospital. According to some doctors, petitions and press releases will add "a wind in the background of the momentum which will be influential within the hospital."

While some Coalition members were pressing for immediate action for fear of arousing retaliation from antagonistic "Right-to-Lifers," a forceful member of the Conn College Religion Department and co-chair of the Congregation for the Protection of Abortionists, it was hoped that since most Congresspersons were out of town, the CCIN might improve the reading comprehension of the Connecticut delegation. According to fifteen to thirty people met with Cotter, Steele, Glaing, McKinnon, Sarasin, and Grassi of the Connecticut Legislative Committee, they responded favorably, indicating they were planning a public statement soon. Steele, Sarasin, and Grassi remained non-committal, claiming their roles as members of a "Grand Jury" sufficient explanation for one's rejection.

The success of the Lobby-In was limited. Steele and Sarasin remained apprehensive that they would not pre-judge the impeachment issue and therefore had been voted out of committee and the evidence has been presented to the proper committee. Grassi was also intimated that if the bill was voted out of committee they would vote in favor of the bill. However, both indicated that a public statement at this time would be inappropriate.

Finally, with only five minutes before closing in the Cro Bar, Daniel S. Cohen agreed to concede the match and each settled for a second place tie in the First Annual Poker Tournament. After two tumultuous hours of bluffs, raises and folds, tournament chairmen surveyed the battleground. Of the original combatants (numbering well over fifteen) there were only five left for the Finals. The six finalists were Roy Taylor, J.A.'s "Iron Lung" Cohen, Willie Spencer, Bambi Flickinger, Clifford Beck and Greg "Bad News" Yahia.

The following day the six settled down at the cafeteria at Cro and began slagging it out for the championship. The competition was fierce and in about three hours, Bill Flickinger and Bill Spencer both ran out of chips.

The competition grew fiercer and fiercer as the last few minutes ticked away.

The victor received a Cribbage trophy from Mr. Gallant, who thought it was the best thing he could find.

Student Inter Group Speaks at College

by Bill Loone

Maintaining that students lack the unity and purpose necessary to further the causes they deem most important, representatives from the Connecticut Public Interest Group, known as CONN PIRG, recently addressed the College Community at what was termed an "informational" meeting.

CONN PIRG, founded and directed by students as a response to the apathy which followed the confrontations of the sixties, is one of twenty-eight PIRG's scattered in twenty-four states throughout the nation. The Nader movement was its chief mentor, giving aid, support and direction.

"We are a non-profit organization, and strictly non-political. What CONN PIRG does is to take student interests and inject them into the world outside," Peter Basch, state chairperson and himself a Trinity student said.

According to its statement of purpose, CONN PIRG acts as "research and education for a wide variety of concerns and causes." Present issues supported by the ratification by the state legislature of a landlord tenant law, solving the difficulties in pursuing small claim litigations, and proriding the recently formed "Clean Campaign Committee," which "puts effective leaders, into conclusive action, preferably the formulation of a public financing bill. We have a proposed bill on that one," Basch said.

In the past, the organization has distributed pamphlets, one of the five institutions currently represented by CONN PIRG, detailing their deadlines and bank and insurance statutes, and launched investigations to see that banks and insurance firms complied with the truth in lending law. "Very often students complained they were being used by these agencies. As an investigation revealed no major wrong-doing, however, our actions were lauded from both sides as a public service," Basch said. "We want to make it an administrative decision. They have no response as regards our organization. We want the students involved, through a method they can understand," Basch said.

If approved, a two dollar fee per student is assessed, applied to all activities on campus. Any student can refuse, and with "no inconvenience" his money will be refunded. If more than half request refunds, the contract becomes "null and void."

"Financially, the cost for our services is quite reasonable. CONN PIRG will never become a well-heeled, bureaucratized organization," Basch remarked. "Consider us much like your linen service," he continued, which struck many of those present as an apropos analogy.

"The ideas behind CONN PIRG are basically sound, and I'd like to see the student reaction in action." Any increase in activities fees is dependent upon the Board of Trustee's approval, "remarked a concerned outgoing head of Student Government. "We'd like to offer CONN PIRG as a potentiality for Conn College," Basch concluded. "We are young, we are unique, and we are involved."
Niantic Ice Cream Parlor
Scoop of the Town

by Jim Michaelove

The best time to come is in the early dark of the evening when springtime has just begun. A big black dog lounges on the steps, and inside the lanterned glow, just slightly.

Looking through the glass; nine orderly tables sit waiting for customers. They wait upon a black and checkered floor and as you open the door a grinning old sailor with a pipe in his mouth greets you without a word. He is but a picture as indeed the whole place may seem. And the name of the place in "Charley's Place." It's an old fashioned ice cream parlor, not too far from the Mystic.

Now Charley's Place has not been around for ages, yet Mystic people always seem to have a yearning for ice cream. Just one year short of a century ago, at this very time of year, Randall Everard incurred a bill to build Mystic Bridge, was about to enter upon a mission of high calling. For he was about to unleash upon the Mystic public an establishment that would rise to prominence. For in March of 1875, the "Riverside Ice Cream Garden" was just about to start scooping.

And sure enough, before the summer was out, Mystic's newest and best ice creamery had gained quite an enviable reputation. It was said in a paragraph of 1889 that, "The ice cream sold here is famous even in this section (where it is said"

DIRECTIONS: Take I-95 to Mystic exit, Route 27. Proceed north. Take right on main street by post office. Proceed across Mystic drawbridge until you come to a fork in road (this is the road to Nantucket). The ice cream parlor will be on your left a quarter mile down.

The best ice cream in the state is made.

The Riverside Ice Cream Garden has somehow disappeared without a reputation. But Charley's Place sure seems like a good substitute; everything is just the way I imagine. Mr. Brown would have had it — with the exception of a pinball machine. A girl in an old fashioned long dress will serve you tall-glassed ice cream soda, milkshake or "horseradish" (a treat that's made of all the ice creams in the house).

And as the ice cream cools your throat and you think of the hot summer to come, maybe you'll sense what made Mystic go mad with delight back in '75. And as the counter, talking with the ice cream barmaid, you'll see a poem on a panel that it is certain Mr. Browne must have known as a secret a hundred years before.

Endgame Endgame:
Reflection or Gimmick?

by Liz Hafford

Is Endgame Endgame a double vision, a mirror-like reflection or is it a gimmick? Whatever it is, Samuel Beckett would be pleased that the Ensemble Workshop's adaptation of his one act "Endgame" retains the blue effect.

Beckett's Endgame focuses on a man and his inanimate objects. Clav, Hamm, Nagg and Nell, and Hamm is paralyzed centerstage. Clav isn't. Nagg and Nell are momentarily out of the as-bins. Everybody grovels and illustrates Nell's point, "Nothing is funnier than unhappiness." Ditto "Endgame" and you have Jim Crabtree's adaptation, "Endgame Endgame"; two cells rather than one, four as-bins instead of two, surplus monotony and stretched eyeball muscles. Despite the increased confusion of the dual presentation, "Endgame Endgame" indicates the outstanding acting and staging techniques of the Ensemble Workshop. If you have to be paralyzed in your auditorium seat, at least you have Hamm number one, Debbie Stone and Hamm number two, Kevin Wade immobilized onstage to entertain you.

I.F. Stone Weekly documentary

It is on rare occasions that good documentary films are produced any more since they are known to be box office losers. It is on even rarer occasions that good weekly magazines appear in print anymore since they are known to be newstand losers. Therefore, nothing could be more of a winner than a documentary film by a good director (Jerry Brock Jr.) about a good weekly magazine, the I.F. Stone's Weekly.

Of course the majority have never heard of I.F. Stone's Weekly (the movie or the magazine) since the magazine had a life span of only 18 years (1953-1971) and it's theatre manager in his right mind would have a documentary appear in his theatre unless it was some overly-sensationalized schmaltz like Charlie's of the Gods. However, I.F. Stone's Weekly will be shown in Olive Hall at 8:00 on March 13, so, for your own edification see the last of a good thing.

Call the roller of big cigars, The molecular one, and bid him whip In kitchen cups concupiscent cards.
Let the winches dawdle in such dress As they are used to wear, and let the boys Bring flowers in last month's newspapers.
Let be the finale of seen. The only emperor is the emperor of ice cream.

Arboretum Lodge Open

Go native! For your next party or picnic, escape into the wilds of the Conn College Arboretum. Buck Lodge, near the Arboretum lake, is open to student groups any time between sunrise and sunset, for a $0.00 fee. A $2.50 deposit is required when the key is obtained from the Information Office.

A copy of the rules and regulations governing the use of Buck Lodge may also be obtained from the Information Office.

Included in the rules are: no alcoholic beverages permitted in the Lodge or the Arboretum; smoking is permitted only in the Lodge, not on the veranda or along the Arboretum trails; fires are not permitted except in the fireplace in the Lodge — firewood is supplied.

The history of the Lodge dates back to 1938. It was a gift of Mr. and Mrs. Nelson L. Buck of Illinois, parents of a former student.

UGLY CANDIDATES

This Week & Work

Thursday

Screen: "The French Can Can," Yale, Greece, 8:00 p.m.

Stage: "The Missanthrope" by Moliner, Wesleyan, All seats reserved $1.50. Call 1-3979-91

"G. Bramky's "A Horse Dreamer" by doon. Sh. Plit, Adrienne Kennedy, Yale Repertory Theatre, Yale St. New Haven, 5:30 & 8:30, 8:00 p.m.

"Together", revue featuring Berlin, Porter, and Germain, Yale Cabaret, 217 Park St., New Haven, 8:00 p.m.

Lectures: "Scrapbook population within ecosystems" Barbara Wells A. UConn, first of the Survival environmental seminars, Conn Coll Ball Hall, 12:00 p.m.

Friday

Screen: "Gone With the Wind," Cue Coll, Palmer

Saturday

Screen: "Fie on the Blackhand," SCSF, Temple Hall, 7:30 p.m.

Stage: "The Imaginary Invalid," by Moliere, "The Dream," Yale cabaret, Odeum

Screen: "Fie on the Blackhand, side USCG, Leamy Hall, 7:30 p.m.

"Citizen Kane" directed by Orson Welle, Yale, Steel town, 7:00 p.m.
Grunbaum lectures on scientific illustration

Stressing a keen observation of the work as the key to successful scientific illustration, James Grunbaum, a former art director for Scientific American, captivated a large audience with his lecture on scientific illustration last Thursday afternoon.

In a lecture sponsored by the Botany Department, Mr. Grunbaum explained briefly his 11-year career as illustrator and typographer of one of America's most popular scientific publications following an education at the University of Washington and "the school of hard knocks". Mr. Grunbaum encouraged aspiring artists, especially those with an understanding of science. He felt the field of scientific illustration was in definite need of more good artists because science magazines actually have fine illustrations.

A general history of the craft of illustrating followed, with Mr. Grunbaum using primarily the drawings of Albrecht Dürer and Leonardo da Vinci to emphasize the correlation between art and science, in both historical development and basic physical principles.

Contrary to a common misconception, the craft of scientific illustration involves more than good technique, according to Mr. Grunbaum. Interpretation and understanding are as important as observation in effective illustration. Using his drawings of plants to show the uniformity and mathematical complexity of nature, Mr. Grunbaum emphasized the importance of artists being able to explain difficult concepts presented in the written article.

Mr. Grunbaum quickly convinced his audience of the merit of scientific illustration.

Cello concerto maintains Artist's Series caliber

By Molly Peirce and Pam Cutler

The 1973-74 Connecticut College Artist Series has thus far proven to be a lively four-week Community with high-caliber musical programs. The concert given by cellist Frank Church and pianist Elizabeth Sawyer on February 26 was no exception.

The evening program consisted of three pieces: Bach Sonata No. 2 in D major, Faure's New Year Sonata No. 5 in G minor, Op. 109, and Chopin Sonata in G minor, Op. 66. Mr. Church and Miss Sawyer seemed well-acquainted with the pieces, changing their approach toward each one to suit its particular musical period.

The performers worked well together. In the few places where Mr. Church encountered technical problems, Miss Sawyer appropriately allowed the piano to dominate.

The highlight of the evening was the rendering of the Chopin sonata, to which the audience responded enthusiastically. The melodic nature of the Scherzo and the Andante, written for the upper range of the cello, and Mr. Church's sensitive interpretation of these movements, showed off the singing quality of the instrument.

The Allegro moderato and the Allegro are very dynamic and challenging movements. Though some technical problems were evident here, the passionate spirit of Chopin was nevertheless admirably conveyed.

Another lyrical work, an Adagio by Schumann, was played as an encore, bringing to a close a musically exciting evening.

Elizabethan fair planned for spring

An Elizabethan symposium is being planned for the last week of April under the auspices of the English Department. Alan T. Bradford is coordinating the week's events, which will include lectures by several Conn. College members on topics pertinent to Elizabethan life and times, concerts of distinctive Elizabethan musical forms, and a library exhibition of representative forms of literature.

Theatre will present Ben Jonson's "The Alchemist," staging in three or four places about the campus during the week. A full-scale Elizabethan fair will culminate the week's events, tentatively scheduled for the Saturday of Parent's Weekend. The outdoor festival will include dancing and a musical concert, booths with crafts and authentic Elizabethan foods for sale, games such as lawn bowls and dice, a royal procession, and revving musicians, jugglers, acrobats, wenches, courtiers in short, as many participants in authentic costume and mood as possible.

The desired atmosphere cannot be created without the assistance of many participants. Artists, actors, gymnasts, singers, musicians, actors, specific ideas, and as much enthusiastic support as this campus can muster are needed.

An organizational meeting for all interested participants will be held shortly. The time and place will be announced in the Communicator and on the post office bulletin board.

Gone With Wind not to be missed

by Judy Boland

"Frankly, my dear, I don't give a damn ..." Obviously we have here a line from a movie script which, by today's standards, would seem humorous, if not pathetically ineffectual. However, if one has been in Atlanta, Georgia, on the Tara plantation, these words are the cry of a strong man destroyed by the immortal Scarlett O'Hara. For you, as spectator, these words may evoke hysteria unequaled even by your reaction to Jenny Cavilleri Barrett's untimely demise.

Gone With the Wind is probably the greatest movie ever filmed. It stars Vivien Leigh, Clark Gable, Olivia de Havilland, and Leslie Howard. It contains no hidden symbolism, no humorless social commentary, and, (believe it or not), does not promote toil, sweat, and tears as the mirror of Life, or What? It is simply a realistic, majestic "Love Story" set in a lifestyle which existed (and still does) only in wistful imaginations. Further accolades are unnecessary to point out that Gone With the Wind is not to be forgone for anything.

Art Union meeting

There will be a meeting of the Student's Art Union on Tuesday, March 12, at 4:30 in Cummings 310. All those interested in increasing student activity in the Arts on campus are invited to attend. Questions or suggestions should be directed to Maura Johnson, Box 100.
Tuition tax deduction asked

A Kansas-based organization is lobbying to include college tuition as a federal income tax deduction.

In a release sent to the educational community recently, the National Committee for Higher Education in Welfare encouraged a letter-writing campaign to congresspersons, asking them to support the tax deductions.

According to the committee, a well-honed and practical organization, it may be the most effective form of government assistance to higher education.

"First, it does not require the creation of cumbersome and costly bureaucratic machinery. Second, it avoids controversy over government determinations as to the institutional beneficiaries of federal support."

According to the committee, since 1969 and concludes that "a carefully directed use of tax relief is perhaps the most effective form of government assistance to higher education."

Ribicoff is one of the leaders of this group, as he has been working on this idea for a significant amount of time. He has been known to be a vocal advocate for higher education and has been involved in many educational issues throughout his career.

The Grant Foundation, Inc. has given $70,000 to the National Committee for Higher Education in Welfare to support their efforts.

According to Michael G. Lederman, chairperson of the Judiciary Board, in February two academic cases were considered by the Board. The first case involved a student who gave out information on a final exam last semester. The Board recommended the professor of the course the that person receive an F on the exam.

The second case concerned a student who admitted cheating on both a test and a final exam in the same course again last semester. The Board recommended the professor involved that the student receive an F in the course. The Board also urged President Charles E. Shain that the student be suspended for five days. The Board recommended two conditions for both cases were met.

The Board also-boarded a case where furniture was removed from the living room of one dorm to be used privately by students in another dorm. The Board considered the students' actions.

Happy Harkness presents

POPCORN

at the Friday night movies

25c
The following student opinions concerning the proposed ice skating rink came in response to a survey conducted by several Pundit editors.

Peter Kelley
I would enjoy it.

Kevin Copeland
I really don’t think we should have it because it will become a zoo. The little sense of community spirit we have will be lost. It may be monetarily profitable, but we will be losing in other areas.

“If someone can come in a build a hockey rink, what is to stop somebody from coming in and taking over other areas.”

Stephanie R. Kemp
I think people are overlooking the fact of what good it will do for the College if we have a responsibility to the New London Community.

Stuart Cohen
I think the whole idea is bad. First the problems mentioned in Pundit are true. Secondly it will severely tax the campus Community. I went to my old school they played professional football in the stadium. After a game the town was swarmed. I don’t think, you could get in anywhere. They were in the student center and in the dorms.

Dorothy Ford
They should close it before it opens. How many people skate anyway?

Susan H. Wittgen
“I hope nobody puts it in. The man would be getting a good deal. It would be a nice facility but it shouldn’t be direct on campus. Anybody who says that this guy is going to keep up the facility so that the school will want it after 20 yrs.

Susan H. Compton
I don’t want it to go in at all. I’m afraid of the hoards of people. I don’t want people on campus. We have a stadium. There is not enough space. They can’t gel in anywhere. They can’t build a facility so that the school man would be getting a good deal. Many of the problems might be solved by the facilities the school has.

I’m afraid of the hoards of people that nobody knows are coming. I think people should worry so much about security. However, we should get more ice time.

Josie Curran
“We need more discussion. There will be an opportunity to have another vote later for the men on campus. But I don’t think Coen’s getting a good deal financially. We have a hockey team, we have more Security Guards. That’s something that’s almost irrelevant about building a rink. That’s something that should be done anyway. It’s really going to change the school, but that’s all right.”

Dan Tucker
“You talk about something that helps the community, there’s nothing like a hockey rink.”

Charles P. Dresner
“I think it’s the whole idea they’ve come up with. It’s going to be a very ugly building that 20 years later when it all rickety we’re going to get.

David J. Kelley
“I think it should be a great idea. It’s too bad that the school doesn’t put more money into the sports facilities because they fulfill a lot of athletic and business.

Steven M. Silpe
“I just like to ask what the College is going to do with all those people that are going to be on campus. Already, there’s a problem with security. All of those people are going to go to Cro for a cup of hot chocolate. There would be a lot of people that nobody knows on campus. There are a lot of unanswered questions, like parking.”

Carol Knox
“I think it’s great but we need more time for Conn College students, more than two hours a day.”

Carol Bowman
“At first it sounds like an excellent idea but until all the facts are known, I’m rather skeptical.”

David Jaffe
“There are too many questions to be answered and too many problems to be solved to our satisfaction. I don’t think a perfect situation like that will ever exist. You might get the whole campus to approve it if it was our rink and our rink. I think a lot of people on the rest of the campus want to preserve our security and keep the town off campus.”

A sophomore in Harkness who wishes her name withheld
“I appreciate the rink, I think it’s a great thing. And I don’t think people should worry so much about security. However, we should get more ice time.”
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I don’t want it to go in at all. I’m afraid of the hoards of people. I don’t want people on campus. We have a stadium. There is not enough space. They can’t gel in anywhere. They can’t build a facility so that the school man would be getting a good deal. Many of the problems might be solved by the facilities the school has.
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Many of the rink arrangements have not been finalized. John Detmold, director of development, has met with many of College’s Council’s questions.

Mr. Detmold represented President Cashmore. It was out of town. At the Council’s suggestion, Mr. Detmold said it was ‘highly possible’ that Dr. Ross Pierpont, the rink developer, can come to the College and meet with students to discuss unanswered questions.

Explaining the origins of the rink idea, Mr. Detmold said that it was in last year’s minutes of the Development Committee, and there was for anybody to read. He also said that Dr. Pierpont was approached about the idea because he was a ‘personal friend’ of College Treasurer Leroy Knight.
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Lesser serves well, but has quiet voice

(Continued From Page One)

was to the credit of Ms. Lesser and College Council that Conn did not have a violent or irreparable incident. With the formation of the Race Relations Committee, matters have become quieter.

According to Ms. Lesser, the housing issue brought her administration one lesson. "We had to deal with things before they blew up."

"Student government needed more dedicated and interested students," stated Ms. Lesser, in an attempt to explain partially themselves as individuals within a community. A vote of confidence in student government for the J.B. was not enough.

Housefellows and student leaders had met with Charles E. Shain, president of the college, at the end of last semester, and offered concrete solutions to improving morale on campus. These suggestions went unheard. This same set of student leaders met again at the beginning of this semester to adopt the same solutions, which were presented to President Shain. Little has been done with them. Perhaps greater insistence on the part of a student leader might have seen some of the suggestions put into effect.

Improved relations with the New London community depend not just on increased voter registration and participation, but on programs with the community, discussions with city officials and a better awareness of New London's role on campus. Efforts to improve relations were carried on by individuals, but not student government.

The calendar is just about "the same old soap." Whatever happened to the innovative $34 program or tri-semester year, as suggested by Ms. Lesser in her platform?

Students might have had a larger say in the first released budget, but the student Finance Committee failed to function. Vice President Lichtenstein saw no need for it, and Ms. Lesser did not insist that it remain a working part of student government.

The mood on the campus the past year was not one which called for drastic measures for improvement. Students wanted to see change, but decided to let student government go it alone. "It was not a time for radical change, but for moderation," stated Lichtenstein, however, some changes were made, and on this campus, that's an accomplishment.

---

Classified Ads


For sale: Unclaimed Accutron I

For sale and Fred Birthday, Frank. Love, Charlie

RULES AND REGULATIONS

1. Cannot open to bona fide students of an accredited college or university.
2. Winners will be selected at random and the decision of the judges will be final.
3. Ad and clear helpers are available upon request to New Era Records.
4. Enclosure $1.00 for processing and handling. Remit by check or postal money order only.
5. Mail entry registration in.

Curtis Enterprises and New Era Records

P.O. Box 204

New London, Connecticut

Enter with the

New Era Records

Catalog

1. Any one stereo LP or track tape of your choice listed in the current New Era Records Catalog.

2. First-Class round trip transportation from winner's location to Florida.

3. Handmade bike during the duration of your stay!

4. Dinner for two at the fabulous "Pink Pussy Cat"

5. $25.00 credit account in your name at "She," the swingingest singles spot in Florida!

6. Dinner for two at "Pier 66"

7. $100.00 for the world's most fantastic supper club overtopping the beautiful blue ATLANTIC!

8. $50.00 to the winner's location.

9. Three days, two nights at Holiday Inn, on the ocean, at FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA.

10. First-Class round trip transportation from winner's location to FT. LAUDERDALE!

AWAY!

OVER $10,000 IN PRIZES TO BE AWARDED! ENTER NOW! YOU COULD WIN THE VACATION OF YOUR LIFETIME!

Grand Prize

1. Five, 50-yard days - four fantastic nights at the pool "Pier 66" on the ocean at FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA!

2. First Class round trip transportation from winner's location to FT. LAUDERDALE!

3. Honda rental lake during the duration of your stay!

4. Dinner for two at the fabulous "Pink Pussy Cat!"

5. Dinner for two at "The Windjammer."

6. Dinner for two at "Pier 66" - the world's most fantastic supper club overtopping the beautiful blue ATLANTIC!

7. $100.00 credit account in your name at "She" - the swingigest singles spot in Florida! Top name entertainment seven days a week!

8. $100.00 cash - to spend as you please!

10 Each Second Prizes

1. Three days, two nights at Holiday Inn, on the ocean, at FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA.

2. Round trip transportation from winner's location.

3. Dinner for two at "The Windjammer."

4. $25.00 credit account in your name at "She."

5. $25.00 cash - to spend as you please.

1,000 Third Prizes

1. Any one stereo LP or track tape of your choice listed in the current New Era Records Catalog.

Name/Organization P.O. Box Dorm Phone
Intramural Dribbles

Before the game they had lost their center due to an injury to his psyche. Mark Warren entered the gym in a wheelchair, saving his sprained ankle and bruised thigh for the game. Roger Helden, their back-up center, was flat on his back due to an injury sustained while playing hockey. John Gold was home studying how to flunk a chemistry test. According to John "the most I got on the test was a 25". Way to go John. Even the coach had two stitches in his hand. The team was not in too good physical condition.

The game started, as most do, with a center jump. Harkness jumped out to a 6-1 lead before Wright managed their first basket. They trailed Harkness at half by 14 pts, 22-36. Skip Lynch, who led all scorers with 20 points, sprained near the end of the first half, canned 18. Skip Lynch in the Consolation finals.

Wright crept from the outside for the first time this year, popped in 29 points. Paul Lantz, playing with a wrist sprained near the end of the first half, canned 16. Skip Lynch, former Camel center, led all Wright scorers with 29 points. Wiley Kitchel tossed in 10 in the losing cause.

A final note that is directed to certain members of the intramural league: Basketball is just a game, no more—no less. Play it that way from now on.

Swimmers meet at Springfield

by Tim Wagner

The Connecticut College Women's Swim Team took part in the Eastern Association of Intercollegiate Athletic for Women (EIAW) Swimming and Diving Championships at Springfield College, March first and second. Lynn Cooley entered the 1 meter diving on Friday. Cathy Menges entered the 50 and 100 meter Back Stroke and 200 meter Individual Medley. She placed seventh in the Back Stroke. Cathy Dickson swam the 100 meter Breast and placed tenth in the Consolation finals. Cathy Platen competed in the 50 meter Breast Stroke. All four women swam in the 200 Medley Relay. 40 colleges participated, with Princeton and Clarion in the lead.

A plant will beautify your home

the meridian greenery
10 meridian st.
new london
mon-sat 9-5
Athletic instructor race narrows to ten

by Bernie Zeulch

At least ten of 40 applicants for the position of athletic instructor and coach are the serious possibilities, retiring athletic

One-on-one modified

After the Pennsat went to print on Tuesday, the names on the rules for the one-on-one basketball tournament were modified and findings. As a result of this change the women's division winner, if she chooses to challenge the Pennsat winner, will be eligible for tournament grand prize.

Camel shooting eye takes Mohagen

by Stuart Meyers

Some basketball games may maintain that the best way to win a basketball game is to see the court and develop an offensive. Defenders assert a 3 figure score is the crucial factor. Still others insist for a poetically pleasing, picture perfect concept of playbook execution and precision. Well, chalk one up for The Camel Alternative, a 5 figure shot, figure by using just the right amount of defense and throwing in the playbook for good measure.

Conn developed quite a shooting eye in beating Mohagen College 119-112 as Jim Britton, F. D. Brunetti, Edward, and Dan Copeland led the way. Bill Cawley, who once ruled, waits in the wings for the final shotout at a later date. Just to keep Matt complaisant.

Varsity outplays all-stars, 147-129

by Jen Plinsky

Rhythm and control proved superior to a show of talent as the Conn College Camels stretched the 2010 All-stars and defeated the Intramural All-stars 129-147 in a benefit game for the American Red Cross. Each of the players first raised a banner on his own head, backed according to the number of points he scored, and then, as a group, raised 1,158 dollars for the community chest.

Following a precedent set early in the 46-minute game when referee Jim Chapman spontaneously called a "four-second" walk, the All-Star team fell into a strategy to freeze all offense which was occationally broken by bits and pieces of teamwork. The All-Star team, led by Jake Lang and Bobby Williams, worked well together to produce 40 points and 232 dollars.

Representative Harkness ballplayers Paul Lauti, Mark Warren, and Laurie Lesser raised 218 dollars with 23 points, no doubt aided by the glee of the hooping and throwing referees. The Camel's high scorer was Bill Cawley with 31 points and 124 dollars.

The game's first objective, to raise money, was overwhelmingly accomplished. The second objective is collecting all the money.

Cheerleaders chartered for fall

by Jane Blender

The Camelites, Conn's new cheerleading squad will cheer and give support beginning next semester.

The squad, open to men and women, will cheer for any team next semester. The cheerleading squad will cheer at a later date.

IMTRAMURAL PLAYER gets set to drive during recent basketball play.

INTRAMURAL PLAYER gets set to drive during recent basketball play.

Record breaking 42 teams compete for volleyball

A record breaking number of 42 teams entered the third annual Intramural Mixed Volleyball Tournament.

Due to the large number of entrants the tournament will be a single elimination. However, the eight teams that reach the quarter finals or round of eight will go into a "Double Elimination Tournament." Those teams failing to reach the quarter finals will go into a "Consolation Tournament."

This year a field of 40 teams will compete for the Wright Trophy. The trophy is so named in honor of the first dorm to win the tournament. Last year darkness defeated Hamilton in the finals to become the second victorious team.

Sheryl A. Yeary attributes the growing success to the tournament to the careful planning and extensive legwork done by the seven students, who along with her, comprise the "volleyball committee."

Those students are: Laurie Lesser, Mark Warren, Russ Woodford, Paula Zuraw, Les Revich, Catly Backus and Fatti Flynn.

Several dorms have entered as many as four teams. To avoid confusion each team has assigned itself a name. Some of the more noticeable names are: Mary's Menagerie (Harkness), Rock-Ness Monster (Harkness), Premonadness (Freeman), Fat Sausages (Park), Johnson Ticks (J.A.), and Almonsey (Marshall).

Captains or dorm representatives are urged to check the bulletin board outside the gym or the second floor of Cro for dates and times of matches.

Four-leaf clover was not your day?

by Peter Johnson

Did you ever get the feeling that today just wasn't your day? Peter Brennan had a day like that last Monday night. He was making the night shift out of session and diving, and finally he rushed over to the gym to see what the trouble was.

The trouble, at least in Morrison's mind, started at 6:30 that night. He was covering the second floor of Cro for one hall and immediately he rushed over to the gym to see what the trouble was.

Morrison's chances were almost nil, down by 2 with 5 seconds left. Peter Brennan seemed to have lost his edge. He had been a good job keeping Morrison in the game, but by the end of the 3rd period he had a 12 point lead.

At the start of the fourth quarter two things happened: First, the Nads offense decided to take the rest of the game off. Second, Steve Price and Peter Brennan put on a scoring show for their fans. With only 30 seconds left Morrison had tied the score and also were in possession of the ball. All they had to do was get down and link the final basket. But the ball-hawking Nads defense stole the ball and with only 5 seconds left.

Intramural dribbles

"Ever feel it was not your day?" by Peter Johnson

"Ever feel it was not your day?"

Peter Brennan faired twice and finally let it fly and it went in. Now the game was getting interesting. If he makes it the game goes into overtime and he becomes a hero. Miss it and he gets a bad write-up in the paper.

He missed it, the bomb. Final score 43-42.

Shelly Star told me that it would be hard to get his name into this week's article since the team he plays for, Abbey, had won by forfeit over the Faculty. But as you can see, Shelly, it wasn't all that hard after all.

Tuesday night was All-Star night as the camels took on the best of the Intramural League. The winner was clearly, 110-60.

Wednesday night the action resumed as Park and K.B. collided. Park had some fine scoring in the first-half which enabled them to stay within one point of K.B. as the half first ended. From then on K.B. slowly lengthened their lead to 5 and won 41-30. Park had 3 players (Continued On Page 11)